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approach adopted by the SPAB toward repairs.
Needless to say there is still work to do so we will
be returning in 2020.
At Krásný Dvůr in west Bohemia we spent a
pleasant week working in the park in autumn
sunshine, exposing the terraces from beneath many
years of sapling growth. We also cleaned and did
maintenance on the various buildings under the
watchful eye of Vladimír, the head gardener, who
as a farewell present wanted to give us large jars of
his home-produced honey. Alas, these had to be
declined as they might have exploded in the hold of
the flight back to Stansted at high altitude over
Germany. The only answer may be to go by train
next year.
Our volunteer working party programme for 2020
is now fixed and is being advertised on the
National Trust and INTO websites. The take-up
so far has been very encouraging with both those at
Teplice nad Metují and Žďár nad Sázavou now
fully booked and Červený Dvůr and Krásný Dvůr
beginning to fill up. It is encouraging to see that we
will be joined by a number of Czech volunteers
including Audery and Tereza, architectural students
studying in Vienna who were with us at Teplice nad
Metují last September. Encouraging local
participation is what it is all about.
In November we had a fascinating talk given by
Caroline Cannon-Brookes on the subject of
‘Emperor Rudolf II : Collector & Patron of the
Arts & Sciences’. What an extraordinary man he
was and utterly eccentric in an enlightened way,
notably in his permissive attitude towards religious
toleration. But he was deposed and these freedoms
were extinguished shortly afterwards at the battle
of the White Mountain in 1620 when the
Protestant faith was suppressed and the CounterReformation was rolled out across Bohemia. A
review of the lecture appears elsewhere in this
Newsletter.
Unfortunately the talk by Dr. Thomas Lorman,
‘From the Village to the City: Urbanisation in
Slovakia 1896-1972’, which was scheduled for the
3rd December has had to be postponed and will
now take place on Tuesday 4th February. We hope
this will encourage you to attend. In the meantime
a programme of further talks is being developed,
which will include one about the work of The
Friends to be given on the Tuesday 21st April with
contributions from those involved. As they say,
watch this space.
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This year has seen the hundredth anniversary of the
founding of the ‘Bauhaus’. You may be familiar
with the ‘Bauhaus’ or possibly not. If not, then I
should explain that it was a school of design
founded in 1919 in Weimar, Germany during the
turbulent times following the First World War. It
was harried by the emerging rightwing politics of
the time, moved to Dessau in 1926 and was closed
by the Nazis in 1933: it had a very short life. But
nevertheless it had a profound affect upon both the
teaching of design and the engagement of hand
craft with machine production throughout Europe
and beyond. The Bauhaus teaching philosophy still
forms the basis of many design college foundation
courses and the continuing interface with mass
production is to be seen in such contemporary
manufacturing outlets as Habitat and even in a
more startling way in the flat-pack products of
IKEA.
An important example of the Bauhaus approach is
to be found in the Tugendhat Villa at Brno,
designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in 1928
and who later became the last director of the
Bauhaus. This iconic building and its contents
encapsulate all that the Bauhaus stood for and it
remains an almost timeless reminder of those
aspirations.
The skills that were developed at the Bauhaus arose
from a concern to perpetuate the craft traditions of
the mediaeval German guilds, which had been the
foundation for maintaining the high standards and
exclusivity of hand work in Germany. The designs
that were produced by both Bauhaus teachers and
students were so advanced that many of its
products have a timeless quality and are still being
manufactured almost a hundred years after they
were first produced. It is natural therefore that the
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Left, the Bauhaus building in Dessau; right, students of weaving in 1927
hundredth anniversary of its foundation should be
marked this year by numerous events.
In Britain it is sad to say that the initial influence of
the Bauhaus before the Second World War was
minimal and the former teachers and students
escaping the Nazis who passed through found an
unresponsive culture, which caused many of them
to move on to America after a short, frustrating
time here. The bent-wood furniture produced by
Isokon in the 1930s is an example of what they left
us. This situation is in contrast to the important
influence that the British Arts and Crafts
movement had on the early days of the emerging
Bauhaus philosophy in the 1890s. The link man in
this story is Hermann Mathesius, a German
architect sent to Britain in the 1890s by the
German government to study domestic building in
which, surprisingly, Britain was quite advanced.
While in Britain he met many Arts and Crafts
architects including William Lethaby, an architect
and teacher, who helped to found the Central
School of Arts in London in 1896 and had the
same concerns about craft and production.
Returning to Berlin, Mathesius was influential in
the foundation of the Deutscher Werkbund, an early
association of designers and subsequently the
Bauhaus. This piece of cultural crossover is set out
well in the current exhibition at the William Morris
Gallery in Walthamstow, ‘Pioneers’ (until 26th
January). But somehow we lost our way here in
Britain, perhaps partly because of the ambiguous
position we held towards the relationship between
hand craft and machine production. Both John
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Ruskin and William Morris saw hand craft as
giving dignity and independence to the tradesman,
and mass production as its antithesis. But if the aim
of the Bauhaus was to produce for the masses, then
it can generally be said that through its successors
and contacts with industry it succeeded whereas the
laudable objectives of the latter day Arts and Crafts
movement tended to be sustained by one off
crafted objects or limited exclusive runs of high
value.
If we concern ourselves with the way buildings are
put together or are cared for, then uppermost is the
struggle to keep craft traditions alive and to find a
balance between factory production and site based
skills. There can be as much craft skill in the
design, manufacture and installation of all building
components, be they dressed stone blocks or
sophisticated metal windows. Beyond this is the
judgment that has to be made as to what is
appropriate for the circumstances. What to do in
any given set of circumstances is often the most
difficult call and comes with a knowledge of
materials and experience.
Visiting the former Bauhaus building in Dessau
recently for the first time I saw a museum quality
building carefully restored but largely lifeless. It was
full of the ghosts of those who had taught and
studied there in that vibrant period. There is a
haunting photograph of the young women students
of weaving on the staircase, which is just as it was
when they posed there in 1928. They are gone but
what they stood for is still with us.

